
of your ‘Double Your
Turnover’ 14 Day Challenge

Part 1

WELCOME TO
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At any point that you get stuck, if you want to comment or need advice then you can either
post in the group or privately back to me on the video email.You can reply by either text,

audio or video and I will personally reply to you.

We have 7 challenges releasing over the 14 days.This gives you time to implement each stage fully
before moving on to the next.
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How Will i t all Work?

IN BETWEEN THOSE CHALLENGES, I WILL BE SENDING YOU VIDEO EMAILS AND ALSO POSTING VIDEOS IN THE

MEMBERS GROUP TO SEE HOW YOU ARE COMING ALONG.



Print off  or write your October Target on pieces
of paper or card, and put it in as many places as
you can. Your October target is double the
turnover figure from last October.You want your
target figure to be visible, and the figure to be
engrained in your head, If you have a team then
you also what them to know the figure too.

Spend time imagining this target amount of
money in the till and in the bank. Start acting out
scenarios in your head, as if it is already there.It
has been proven that visualisation is key to
manifesting, so make sure you are focusing from
now on in a positive way and not in a lack
mentality.Doubling your turnover is very
achievable,  but you need to believe it too.

Believe i t , and You WILL see i t!!

Firstly recap back over your Pre-work Workbook
and get really clear on where you currently stand
with your business and the task ahead.

Print off your WHY statement and make sure
that you personally read it every morning, and
also as many times as you can throughout the
day.
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Task 1.  I want you to look firstly at the minimum that your business can generate
in an hour from treatment revenue from one person working. Don’t forget to
calculate in any cleaning time too… So for example, if an eyebrow wax is £15 and
pre Covid 19, you could book 4 x 15 minute treatments per hour @ £60 per hour,
then this now may be 2 per hour and may be your lowest income  treatment at
£30 per hour.

Seeing Your True Capabili t ies

Note MAKE SURE THAT YOU ARE WORKING IN EITHER GROSS OR NET FIGURES AND KEEP IT THE SAME

FROM YOUR PRE WORKBOOK AND RIGHT THROUGH EACH FINANCIAL FIGURE IN THE CHALLENGE.

MINIMUM PER HU0R FIGURE

£
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Now look at the best hour you could possibly have. This could be your top facial
perhaps at £120 per hour. Is there any extra elements to this treatment that could
be an upsell without adding more time? We also want to calculate that in this
hour the client could buy a full skincare regime with your top priced products.
This could add perhaps another £300 plus. Look at what the maximum a client
could be spending in this hour with the correct consultation and care.

MAXIMUM PER HU0R FIGURE

£



Is this figure anywhere near your maximum? Or is it sitting nearer to your
minimum. 

You may want to do this for last years figures or any period.I would strongly
recommend breaking the figures down further to show what %  were retail
sales too.

Some salon software will calculate all of this for you, so speak to your provider
too. You may be wondering why we are not calculating white space. The reason
is that you will have to adjust your staffing levels moving forwards, and this
must be discussed now in your meetings. 

We will be looking at ways to generate more business and to get the columns
fuller, but you can no longer afford to carry someone who was lots of white
space as it eats away at your profits.

You would have been absorbing this in past years, but you now may have to
consider reduced hours or redundancies if the team do not fill their allocated
hours. Your business has to run on productive hours.

The true picture up until now?
Task 2. I want you to look at the total productive hours in your salon over the last
month. Please do not calculate white space…only the productive hours.

Take the total that you took for this period from your Pre Work Book and divide it
between the productive hours to get your past total.

Last Month

TOTAL TURNOVER:

 PRODUCTIVE HOURS:

THE TOTAL IS THE PAST AMOUNT  WE HAVE GENERATED ON AVERAGE PER HOUR

AVERAGE PER HOUR TOTAL:
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Treatments
Task 3. What are your top 5 income generating treatments and
what do each generate per hour? What is the sale rate of these

treatments? Is it high or low?

TOP 5 INCOME GENERATING TREATMENTS

Now we need to really grill down into this. Could you market
these treatments better? Do clients get told about these

treatments? Etc, etc. Write down your initial thoughts
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Products
Task 4. What are your 5 top priced products? What price are they? How

many are getting sold?Who is, and who isn’t selling them and why?

TOP 5 INCOME GENERATING PRODUCTS

Could you market these products better? Do clients get told
about these products? Etc, etc.
Write down your initial thoughts
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Now Over to The Team
Task 5. This exercise needs to be done by each member of your team

in a meeting whilst you explain to them about the challenge. 

You need them to calculate their worst hour and their ULTIMATE best
hour.

If your team are on commission, then you can help them to calculate
how much they are paid on their worst hour, and also on their best

hour.

You now need to agree a target somewhere between.

Ask your team member what they can do themselves to achieve this
and what would help them. It is normally that the employee needs to

step and really learn what they have been taught in the past for
products and treatments.

Ask  your employee that if you could come up with ways to help then
would that help them achieve their target? This then helps to get

their ‘buy in’ for any incentives that you will be implementing
throughout the 14 day challenge.

Write out a plan together which you will review every week. Now the
only thing left to do is to explain the daily sheets to each team

member and how you intent to use them. I have given examples in
the video.
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Note ALSO HELP THEM TO CALCULATE WHAT THEY HAVE GENERATED IN THEIR

PRODUCTIVE HOURS OVER A PAST PERIOD TOO.

**You are already 1 step closer to
finding ways to double your turnover


